
Helicopter Rules. Modern Up Front. 

 
 

1. A helicopter can be called in by playing a Radio Card as the sole action of a 

group that contains an unpinned SL (or acting SL). An attempt to call in a Helo can 

be made any number of times, but once it arrives, a second Helo may not be called 

in for the remainder of the scenario. On playing the Radio card, the player draws 

an RNC to determine if a Helo is available. If black, a Helo is “on the way”. If 

red, the Helo is denied. If the attempt to call in a Helo is unsuccessful, the 

Radio card is discarded and still counts as an action taken. 

 

2. If the Helo is “on the way”, place the Helo card face down at any Range Chit in 

Lane E. The Helo is flying in, following the nap of the earth, and will arrive at 

the beginning of the next deck. Anytime after the start of the deck following the 

successful attempt to call in the Helo, the Helicopter can begin taking actions. A 

Helo may never change its RC, so it must be chosen carefully. Scenarios may be 

constructed in such a way that Helicopters will always arrive at a predetermined 

moment in the scenario without the use of Radio cards. 

 

3. Helicopters can perform one of four possible actions: Attack, Hover, Pop-up, or 

Land. A Helo only occupies terrain when landed and never plays Movement cards in 

the way that infantry does. 

 

4. HOVER: When a Helo first arrives it is in Hover mode. When a Helo is hovering 

its card is inverted. It cannot make fire attacks (and cannot be attacked) in any 

way. It is assumed that the Helo is using the nap of the ground to “hide”.  

 

5. POP-UP: A Helo can go from Hover to Pop-Up (or from Landed to Pop-Up) by playing 

a Movement card into the Discard Pile as the sole action of the Helo in that player 

turn. A Helo that has “popped-up” can fire (and be fired at) by any enemy group on 

the battlefield. Flip the Helo card over to its exposed side. The popped-up Helo 

receives all the terrain attributes of being on a Hill, i.e., any group firing at 

the Helo that is not on a Hill must subtract one from its Fire Strength. A popped-

up Helo is entitled to use elevated fire against any group not on a Hill, and a 

popped-up Helo can attack (and be attacked by) a group in a Gully at any RR. The 

Helo is not actually occupying any terrain however, and no Terrain, Movement, 

Smoke, or Wire cards may be placed on a Helo that is in the air (hovering or 

popped-up). A popped-up Helo may voluntarily return to Hover mode as the sole 

action in any upcoming turn without playing any Action card. 

 

6. LAND: A Terrain card can be placed on a Helo that has popped-up as the sole 

action of the Helo for that player turn (a Terrain card can never be placed on a 

hovering Helo). A Helo may only land in Open Ground, Brush, or Hill terrain. Once 

landed (by placing the Terrain card), the Helo may not make fire attacks but may be 

fired upon. The Helo uses the TEM of the terrain that it occupies and may place 

Smoke as an action. Also, Wire cards may be discarded on a landed Helo. A Wire card 

must be removed before a Helo can take off. Once a Helo does take off, by placing a 

Movement card in the Discard Pile, the Terrain and any Smoke cards are immediately 



removed to the Discard Pile. Playing Movement cards into the Discard Pile is the 

only way Movement cards can be played on helicopters. The Helo is considered to be 

in a Pop-Up mode after taking off. 

 

7. LANDING ZONE: A Helo that has landed is occupying a Landing Zone at the RC that 

the helicopter was placed into (a Helo may never change its RC) and that Landing 

Zone forms a group with ID E. Any troops may individually transfer or entire groups 

may group transfer into this Lane at this RC and be loaded onto the Helicopter (if 

the Helo is capable of carrying troops). No terrain is placed for group transfer, 

the entire group transfers as an “individual”. Any members that are pinned while 

transferring are sent back to Lane D. It is possible for certain individuals in a 

group transfer to make the transfer while others may not (unlike ordinary Group 

Transfer rules). The act of “loading” or receiving is an action for the Helo (i.e., 

the Helo may not load and take off in the same turn). 

 

8. FIRE ATTACKS: A Helo may make fire attacks only if it is popped-up mode. All the 

rules of normal fire attacks apply. It is assumed that the Helo is at Hilltop level 

and uses all the rules of a group firing from a Hill. Smoke does not deduct from 

the fire attacks of a Helo (they are equipped with thermal imagers). 

 

A Helo is attacked in the same way as any other group (except that a Grenadier may 

only make a grenade attack on a landed helicopter). The Helo is entitled to use the 

TEM of a Hilltop defender if it is in the air. Helicopters are never actually 

moving in the way that infantry does, and no modifications for movement are ever 

used (as no movement cards can be placed in front of a Helo card). Also, Concealed 

cards may never be used in the defense of a helicopter in any way.  

 

A Helo has three defense values: s, d, and k. After resolution of a fire attack (as 

per normal rules), and if the CRN = s, the Helo is suppressed. It is immediately 

placed in a Hover mode if it was popped-up. The Helo may pop-up again in the next 

turn. If the Helo is on the ground, this result has no effect. If the CRN >= k, the 

helicopter has been shot down. Remove the Helo (and any troops it may be carrying) 

from the game as KIA. If the CRN >= d and the CRN < k, the Helo may be damaged. 

Draw an RNC. If the RNC is black the Helo is critically damaged. If it is on the 

ground it may not take off for the remainder of the scenario. If it is in the air, 

it immediately hovers and withdraws from the battlefield (remove the card). A red 

RNC suppresses the Helo. 

 

9. SCENARIOS: Scenario 1 finds a small Recon Squad (groups B and C) ambushed at RC2 

by a larger force (at enemy RC0). The SL must attempt to call in a UH60 Blackhawk 

and evacuate his squad under fire. Scenario 2 finds the same SL in an aggressive 

mood. The SL attempts to call in Close Air Support from an AH64 Apache. 

 

  
 

*Rules to play-test. 


